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On a wing
and a
prayer
Bugatti’s 100P aircraft still exists,
but has never flown. Now, a group
of enthusiasts have built a replica –
and this one is going to fly
Words Mark Dixon // Photography Bugatti 100P Project
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‘E

TTORE
BUGATTI
built eight thousand
extraordinary cars, but
only one airplane. It
never flew. Since most
people don’t know it
exists, and few have
ever seen it, building
a flying reproduction seemed like a
logical challenge.’
That’s how retired US Air Force pilot Scotty
Wilson sums up the reasoning behind the
Bugatti 100P Project, more romantically
entitled Le Rêve Bleu, or Blue Dream. A tiny,
floating group of enthusiasts, based in the US
and Europe, have been working for the past
five years to build a copy of the one-off Bugatti
experimental aircraft. However, unlike the
original – development of which was halted
by WW2 – this one will take to the air.
The 100P was a late-30s collaboration
between Ettore Bugatti and the gifted
aeronautical engineer Louis de Monge. Noone knows for sure exactly why it was built,
although record-breaking was clearly on the
agenda because the single-seater aircraft
boasted two 450bhp Bugatti straight-eights,
mounted one behind the other in a slim, cigarlike fuselage. Bugatti had already diversified
into railcars and motorboats and it’s likely
that Ettore had his eye on lucrative military
contracts, too. While the 100P was clearly built
for speed, it also included some amazingly
advanced automatic controls, which suggest it
was intended to be not just a record breaker
but a technological showpiece too, designed
to stir-up interest within governments’ military
purchasing departments.
Scotty Wilson first saw a picture of the
Bugatti 100P in 1973, when he was a young
second lieutenant. ‘It’s always fascinated me,
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although it wasn’t until after I retired that I
found out where it was. The only way we
could share the experience of a plane that
never flew was to build and fly one ourselves.’
The project was launched in 2009 and, while
much of the work has been done by supporters
who have come and gone over the years since,
there’s a core team of just three: Scotty Wilson,
managing director; British-based engineering
director John Lawson, and commercial director
Simon Birney, another Brit. To raise funds, they
invited pledges via the Kickstarter initiative on
the internet, and John estimates that they
secured a clear $30,000 from this increasingly
popular web-based scheme.
Externally, the reproduction 100P is identical
to the original, and it has been constructed
using similar techniques of balsa laminated
between layers of hardwood, with metal
fittings. The greatest point of difference is the
motive power. The 100P was fitted with two
Bugatti Type 50B supercharged straight-eights,
expensive derivations of race-car engines that
included a lot of magnesium castings. As
shown in the period diagram below, these
engines were mounted inline, each slightly
Clockwise from top of facing page
The original 100P under construction in Paris, with
a Bugatti torpedo boat being built in the foreground;
Scotty Wilson with the reproduction’s fuselage; the
completed replica; diagram of the 100P’s drivetrain.

angled outwards so that their driveshafts ran
either side of the pilot’s seat before meeting in
a nose-mounted gearbox, where the separate
drives were geared down to drive twin contrarotating propellors.
Both of those engines survive in Bugatti cars
today (and there’s a third, spare engine in the
former Schlumpf collection) but there’s no
chance they will ever be available. And even if
they were, would you really want to chance
your life to a vintage Bugatti engine in a highspeed experimental ’plane? The replica aircraft
will, instead, house two Suzuki Hayabusa
four-cylinder motorcycle engines, each
developing about 200bhp.
The Hayabusa motors are being stripped,
checked over and dyno-tested before use, but
they will be kept in standard tune, running on
regular petrol, and should provide more than
adequate performance. ‘The only records I
want to break are for numbers of people
watching it fly,’ says Scotty with a slightly
apologetic grin.
The reproduction 100P has been constructed
in Tulsa, Oklahoma – although, as this
magazine goes to press, it’s about to go on
show in a special exhibition, The Art of Bugatti,
at the Mullin Museum in California, where it
will be displayed until early autumn. Then it
will return to Tulsa, where the engines will be
fitted so that taxiing trials can take place. The
firm intention is that the aircraft will fly before
the end of 2014 – which would be the first time
an aircraft to a Bugatti design has ever flown.
It seems that the original 100P was not quite
finished when the events of World War Two
overtook it. Assembly began in 1938 in
Bugatti’s Paris workshop and continued until
summer 1940, when Paris surrendered to the
Germans and the aircraft was moved to a
château north of the city for safekeeping.
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This page, clockwise from left
Project leader Scotty Wilson and
Everett Kendrick test fit one of
the two Suzuki Hayabusa
engines; Gregg Carlson and Dave
Twist proving the strength of the
wooden V-tail by loading it with
bags of sand; main wing
incorporates alloy fuel tanks;
gearbox is a work of art in
machined aluminium, copied
from photos of an original unit
and reverse-engineered using
CAD; cockpit has room for a
single pilot, with driveshafts from
the twin engines passing either
side of his seat – here you can
see the bearings that support the
shafts along their length.
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Facing page, clockwise from top
The airframe nearing completion,
with wing root fairings yet to be
painted and control surfaces still
to be covered; left-hand engine in
place, with its driveshaft passing
forward to the gearbox; profiles
of the ducts that will exhaust
heated air from the wings after
they have cooled the engine
radiators; one of the two wooden
props being machined by UK
sponsor Hercules Propellors;
volunteer TJ Balentine checks
the fit of one of the fairings that
will cover the exhaust stubs;
internals of the gearbox, showing
how input gears are arranged to
drive two concentric propshafts.

Ettore Bugatti died in 1947 and the 100P was
left there, unloved and largely forgotten. Even
when the first international Bugatti rally
visited the château in 1958, hardly anyone
showed any interest in seeing the ’plane.
The exceptions were a pair of aviation-crazy
brothers who repeatedly pestered the resident
Countess (Lidia, Ettore’s youngest daughter)
until she gave in. One of the brothers recalled:
‘A barn in the middle of the wilderness of the
huge park. Chickens running around puddles.
The door was opened and there it was. Under
sheets of brown wrapping paper, with the
trademark of the chickens all over the wings…’
In 1960 Serge Pozzoli bought the plane and
offered it for sale. It passed to American
collector Ray Jones, who had it shipped to
the USA. The engines, already removed for
transportation, were fitted into Bugatti cars
and a third spare engine was sold to the
Schlumpf brothers.
Ray sold the aircraft in 1971, minus engines,
to another noted US collector, Peter D
Williamson, for $6000. Already the owner of a
Type 57SC Atlantic, this arch enthusiast had
the 100P cosmetically restored during 1975-79,
and even brought in the now-elderly Louis
de Monge to help reconstruct some of the
aircraft’s missing parts.
The 100P was never quite finished, however,
and in 1996 it was donated by Williamson to
the Experimental Aircraft Association, or EAA,
at Oshkosh in Wisconsin. A much more
significant group than its name might suggest,
the EAA caters for anyone who builds or
restores aircraft, not least WW2 warbirds, with
which Oshkosh has become synonymous
thanks to spectacular airshows. The EAA
carried out a second restoration on the 100P –
finally completing a job that began in 1938.
Scotty is effusive in his praise of the people
at the EAA. ‘When we first decided to build
this airplane, and the folks here determined
that we were for real, they rolled out the red
carpet. They gave us complete access to the
airplane, to original drawings, to spare parts.’
John Lawson, a professional modelmaker
and engineer, got involved after becoming
captivated – like Scotty – by the idea of a 100P
replica. Initially he approached the group with
the offer of some handmade models that could
be sold to raise funds, but soon he was in
charge of something much more significant:
the design and construction of the unique
gearbox. As an RAF-trained former aircraft
engineer, he was the ideal man for the job.
‘There are at least two original gearboxes in
existence,’ says John. ‘One is in the aircraft at
Oshkosh, so is hard to examine closely, and the
other is in France. A French project member,
Fred Gasson, gained access to the latter unit
and took lots of photos from which I was able
to work out dimensions. It’s a very tight fit in
the aircraft – in places there is only 10mm of
clearance – but, when we craned the finished
unit into our replica, it slotted straight in.’
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The original box was a casting but the replica
has been machined from billet alloy, and the
gears and driveshafts made from exotic steels.
The propshaft for the rear propellor is a
particular work of art, being hollow so that the
shaft for the front prop can pass through it.
There is one feature of the original 100P that
won’t appear in the replica, however; at least,
not yet. Bugatti’s aircraft was designed with a
primitive form of analogue computer to control
the raising and lowering of the flaps, and of the
undercarriage. It worked by measuring throttle
positions, inlet manifold pressure and airspeed,
and then adjusting the flaps to suit so that they
provided appropriate lift or drag. If the
airspeed fell below a certain point, then the
undercarriage would deploy, too.
‘I’ve looked really hard for a similar system
on an airplane and didn’t see anything until
the F-16,’ states Scotty – the F-16 being the
USAF’s most advanced jet fighter of the 1970s.
The provision of such equipment on the 100P is
a convincing argument that it was intended to
be more than simply a record breaker, for it
added weight and complexity that would have
been undesirable if the purpose of the aircraft
were simply to go as fast as possible.
Other radical features of the 100P have
been faithfully duplicated. The raked-forward
wings and Y-shaped tail look futuristic but
make perfect aerodynamic sense: the wings are
swept forward so that their roots are in the
right place to maintain the airframe’s centre of
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Bugatti 100P

Engines Two Bugatti Type 50B straight-eights,
each 4739cc, DOHC, Roots-type superchargers,
aluminium/magnesium construction (replica: two
Suzuki Hayabusa motorcycle inline fours, each
1340cc, DOHC, fuel injection) Transmission Nosemounted gearbox, two input shafts geared 31:48 to
concentric output shafts driving a pair of contrarotating propellors Fuel capacity 265 litres
distributed between tanks in wings and fuselage
Weight 1400kg with fuel for 100km record attempt
(replica: c1065kg) Max power Each engine c450bhp
@ 4600rpm (replica: each engine 197bhp
@ 10,100rpm) Performance c650km/h (400mph)

gravity, which has to be shifted forwards due
to the location of the two inline engines; and
the Y-shaped tailplane is a neat, low-drag
alternative to the traditional inverted-T. This
design was popularised by the Beechcraft
Bonanza light aircraft, which was produced
with a V-tail from 1947 until 1982.
And then there’s the cooling system for the
two engines. Passing air over radiators can
create a huge amount of drag, and Louis de
Monge’s solution was brilliant. He understood
that, for the air to cool most efficiently, it had to
be slowed down, so he arranged for it to enter
the fuselage via slots in the tailplane and be
ducted forwards inside the aircraft – thus
slowing it – before exhausting behind the main
wing surfaces, giving the additional benefit of
assisting airflow. It was calculated to produce
zero drag when travelling at 600-700km/h.

The irony is that aeronautical engineering
was developing so quickly during the 1930s
that, while the 100P might have had a crack at
obtaining the world speed record over 100km,
it would never have taken the outright speed
record, which had already been set at 755km/h
(469mph) by a Messerschmitt prototype in
April 1939, when the 100P was still far from
finished. To be fair, the 100P was probably
never intended to take the absolute speed
record (it had just half the horsepower of the
German ’plane) – and a proposed small-winged
version, the 110P, would have been faster.
But few other aircraft, from whatever era,
offer the 100P’s combination of visual drama
with technical innovation. Scotty Wilson sums
it up very simply: ‘It is the most historically
significant airplane that never flew.’
He is particularly pleased that the grandnephew of the 100P’s designer Louis de Monge
has played a part in the construction of the
replica. Indeed, Ladislas de Monge spent three
months living in Tulsa during 2011 and
working on the ’plane as a way of connecting
with a relative he never knew. Thanks to the
enthusiasm and dedication of individuals like
him, we may soon be able to see the 100P in
its true element. We can only hope that Lord
March has it on his shortlist for the 2015
Goodwood Revival. End
Thanks to the staff of the Bugatti 100P Project,
www.bugatti100p.com; and Jaap Horst, whose book
The Bugatti 100P Record Plane is reviewed on page 159.
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